Rover SD1 Vitesse and Vdp Efi Throttle Potentiometer
Description and purpose
•

The throttle potentiometer (TP) is connected to the spindle of the throttle
butterfly. Its purpose is to advise the ECU of the driver's accelerator pedal
position and its rate of change.

•

When the throttle is operated, the wiper moves over the resistance to vary the
voltage and the appropriate signal sent to pin 2 of the ECU. In this way throttle
movement is sensed.

•

The ECU detects the rate of change of the voltage across the potentiometer
connections (pins 2, 3 & 18), and when appropriate, triggers the acceleration
enrichment circuits.

•

At full throttle the ECU detects the appropriate signal to provide full load fuel
enrichment.

Adjustment
•

The position of the throttle potentiometer is adjustable and if either the position of
the throttle butterfly, or any of its linkages have been disturbed, then it will
probably need to be checked and if necessary, adjusted as described below.

•

NOTE. For adjustment of the throttle potentiometer either a digital or analogue
meter can be used but the meter MUST be set to voltage. For testing it is better to
use an analogue meter as it is easier to observe any faulty symptoms.

•

The potentiometer and/or the ECU may be adversely affected if the meter is set to
ohms (An ohmmeter uses an internally generated voltage to measure resistance).

•

To check the adjustment, switch on the ignition and with the engine NOT
running, connect the meter between the red and green leads at the potentiometer
electrical plug and note the voltage. It should read 0.325 ± 0.025 volts.

•

If the reading is incorrect, slacken the securing screws and rotate the
potentiometer one way or the other until the reading is correct. Tighten the
securing screws and re-check the voltage reading.

Testing
•

Check the integrity of the potentiometer, preferably using an analogue meter.

•

SLOWLY operate the throttle mechanism by hand and watch the voltage reading
go smoothly to a maximum of 4.3 volts.

•

If it proves impossible to get near the maximum voltage with the throttle fully
open then inspect the throttle quadrant and throttle assembly, the cruise control
quadrant (especially because it can foul it’s own mounting bracket), accelerator
pedal, driver’s side floor carpet and automatic transmission kick down cable.

•

Correct any faults at these locations as they can prevent full throttle opening.

•

Whilst not desirable, some set-ups may fall slightly short of the full voltage, say
3.7 to 4.1 volts, but it does not affect the system operation during normal driving.
However, full load driving (i.e. throttle wide open) may be adversely affected.

•

If the reading is erratic or unstable causing the meter needle to flicker or vary
sharply then the potentiometer is probably faulty and will need to be replaced.

System response to normal and fault conditions
•

Providing the voltage change is slow and smooth the injectors may be heard firing
or clicking just once as the assembly approaches full throttle. If the prior
maximum voltage measurement is undesirably low then, obviously, this function
cannot take place and the above mentioned full load fuel enrichment is denied.

•

Open the throttle RAPIDLY and the injectors fire much sooner during rotation.

•

This simulated fast acceleration, triggers supplementary injector firing to provide
extra fuel needed as soon as possible during the period of acceleration demand.

•

However if the voltage rise is erratic it is very likely that the injectors will be
heard firing randomly or in sympathy with the sharply varying voltage reading
even when slowly operating the throttle.

•

This is because the erratic voltage signal fools the ECU into thinking the throttle
is moving swiftly when it is not, triggering unwanted fuel enrichment under
casual driving conditions resulting in a randomly unstable fuel/air mixture leading
to very lumpy engine performance with gross adverse affect on fuel consumption.

•

This random injection of extra fuel may not occur when the car is cruising at
constant speed with the throttle not moving. However even casual acceleration or
deceleration can cause havoc with mixture control.

•

Alas, the potentiometer is prone to wear at the point where it is most used at
normal driving speed so the effects on normal driving are at their most noticeable.

•

As already mentioned the erratic voltage readings are observed more readily with
an analogue voltmeter.

•

It is possible to prolong the life of the throttle potentiometer a couple of ways. It
can also be substituted with a readily available alternative.

•

Original work on repair/replacement of a throttle potentiometer was researched by
Carl Heinlein. A copy of his detailed instructions is appended to this essay.

Repairing a Throttle Potentiometer
•

Anecdotal evidence indicates these items last about 60-80K miles before they
start to fail. This is a gradual process and the above symptoms provide sufficient
clues to suggest a possible faulty component and trigger the appropriate diagnosis.

•

Any number of worn, original items might be found to provide a useful stock for
repairs but new replacement items have long been unavailable and given the age
of the cars it is unlikely that many serviceable second-hand units would be found.

•

Even a serviceable S/H unit may have a limited remaining lifetime thus repairing
a faulty unit offers a good possibility of extending its useful life.

•

Remove the throttle potentiometer from the plenum chamber and using a small
instrument screwdriver or spike, dig out the epoxy filler on the rear face covering
three small screws. Undo them and the unit comes into two bits.

•

Inside one half is a carbon covered substrate. The other half has a butterfly
arrangement of beryllium springs and contacts connected to the input shaft. Clean
the carbon track very lightly with lint-free material and a smear of alcohol.

•

The carbon resistive track wears through to the white substrate and is easily
observed. There are two methods of repair.

Method 1
•

With a small flat screwdriver, very carefully ease up the butterfly type springs to
increase their upward tension towards the carbon track when reassembled.

•

Find or buy a very fine small diameter (1/8" to 3/16" approx) compression spring
similar but finer to those found in a biro pen. Snip off 1 1/4 turns of the spring
thus producing a small sprung spiral ring of fine wire.

•

Place this spring ring onto the conical end of the locating spigot with a dot of
"copper ease" grease and reassemble the potentiometer ensuring the spring ring
does not dislocate from its conical home. There is sufficient end float in the
assembly to accommodate this trick and once in position the spring will not
migrate. Smear a trace of silicon oil on the carbon track prior to final assy.

•

If the wire is too thick it is not possible to close the two halves of the
potentiometer properly. Look for a finer spring and try again.

•

What this does is to increase the distance between the stationary track and the
rotating wiper base, allowing the re-tensioned butterfly springs to alter their
touchdown position on the carbon track, inside of, but away from the worn area.

•

The success, or otherwise of the new contact relationship between the beryllium
springs and the carbon track can be measured by connecting an ohm meter across
red/green wires and rotate the spindle. The resistance change should now be
smooth. If it doesn't work first time, keep trying as it can take a while to get the
beryllium spring contact adjustment and the small additional spring coil just right.

Method 2 (Short description)
•

Careful inspection of the fixing of the butterfly type beryllium springs shows that
they are located on minute plastic spigots moulded on the base plate.

•

With a sharp thin blade slice through the spigots and remove all trace of them.

•

With some very small machine screws and a matching drill bit, re-attach the
springs 1/16” of an inch down and away from their original location.

•

Alternatively clamp the springs in their new position, carefully drill new holes, reattach the springs with minute plugs of araldite and allow it to cure.

•

The desired effect is to create a new tracking line 1/16” beyond and away from
the worn area of carbon. Re-assemble and test as above.

•

When satisfied that the repaired unit is functioning correctly the two halves can be
reassembled with their original screws.

Conclusion
•

According to feedback received from owners who have tried both these repairs,
on balance, method 2 is the best option but both methods call for care, dexterity
and patience. Perhaps only qualified watchmakers should attempt it!

•

Even so, both methods do work and whilst a repaired unit may not live for another
60-80K miles, personal experience with method 1 had a repaired item last for over
11K miles without any sign of failure before I opted for a substitute.

Implications of fitting a substitute throttle potentiometer
•

Because the original throttle potentiometer is no longer available fitting an
electrically similar substitute is a viable option but has some associated problems.

•

The item concerned is available from Radiospares/Electromail (Tel 01536
204555) and is described in their catalogue as a “Rotary Position Sensor”, 5000
ohm, P/N 319-310.

•

The unit is mechanically different so an alternate mounting plate is required.

•

It has a rotary deflection of 105 versus 90 degrees for the original so the
maximum voltage achieved at full throttle is approximately 4.3 X 90 / 105 = 3.7v.

•

This is not a serious problem and performance of the SD1 Efi system under
normal conditions is unaffected, unless for some reason full throttle rotation is
other-wise restricted by a mechanical fault.

•

However full load fuel enrichment (i.e. throttle wide open) may be denied due to
the maximum voltage limitation.

Fitting a substitute throttle potentiometer
•

After fitting replacement units to two Efi cars both had a relatively short life until
I discovered they are not hermetically sealed so the vacuum present at the throttle
shaft drew dirty air into the unit which contaminated the carbon track. A patch of
sticky tape over the hole in the outer casing and three small washers on the screws
behind the mounting plate to nullify the vacuum, fixed the problem.

•

Under normal; driving conditions there is no difference in the performance of the
system, and because one rarely if ever drives at full throttle it is unlikely that the
lack of full load enrichment would be noticed.

•

The Rover SD1 Club used to sell replacement kits but these are no longer
available so owners now have to consider the necessary DIY home mechanics to
solve the problem. Carl Heinlein’s definitive processes are appended below.
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